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Biotech Accelerates Sales and Marketing Performance 
 
An innovative mid-sized biotech firm serving tens of thousands of consumers, 
physicians, distributors, pharmacists, hospitals and group practices lacked insight into 
customer behavior, preferences, and value. Implementing a customer master with 
consolidated views of individuals and organizations was critical to keeping the company 
on its high-growth path and supporting vital product development and fulfillment 
initiatives. 
 
Gaining insight into customer behavior, preferences and value 
As the company’s customer base grew, so did the number of standalone data repositories 
and manual processes required to serve them. Low-quality and duplicate data was 
limiting overall operations effectiveness while increasing data management costs in the 
critical operational areas of sales and marketing. Without a centralized data management 
function, it was impossible to recognize the same customer across multiple databases and 
channels. Data governance tasks (cleansing and matching) were handled manually and 
consumed large amounts of time for the data analyst team. After all the effort, the 
company still lacked insight around customer behavior, preferences and value.  

Siperian MDM HubTM was chosen to provide a customer data integration and stewardship 
solution. The Siperian solution created a trusted customer master by seamlessly 
connecting the data repositories, correcting errors, and allowing for the continual addition 
of new data. The customer master incorporates accurate name and address information 
contributed by four sources, including external providers (IMS and Kaiser) and internal 
applications. A centralized clearinghouse standardizes, cleanses, matches and validates 
the data on an ongoing basis, using trust tools to determine a “best version of the truth” 
customer record for use across channels and functions. The hub specifies a unique 
identifier for sales and marketing customers. The same unique identifiers have been put 
to use across key processes and internal systems, including the sales force automation 
system, as well as campaign planning, sales compensation and territory alignment 
programs.  

 
Data quality improves performance in critical areas 
The Siperian solution delivered immediate results. Now 27,000 record updates are 
automatically processed each month removing the need for costly and error prone manual 
operations. In addition, the company’s critical resources, including data analysts, are 
focused on sales targeting and other high-value activities, as opposed to data governance 
and administration. Enhanced data quality and improved data access are supporting 
improved performance in a number of critical areas including: improved sales 
compensation accuracy; better patient tracing and dosing information; more responsive 
sales analysis; customer segmentation; and improved sales and marketing campaign 
performance. Moving forward, the company now has the data quality and customer 
visibility to continue its rapid growth and compete effectively.   
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Counterparty Hub Improves Credit Risk Management  
 
A global financial services provider to institutional investors and high wealth individuals 
wanted to take advantage of Basel II incentives for credit risk management by improving 
the accuracy and completeness of counterparty risk classification and calculations. 
Opportunities also existed to improve economic capital efficiencies and information 
provided to risk analysts for better decision making.  
 
Basel II regulations demand counterparty views 
 
Existing counterparty data was spread across numerous internal data sources and external 
data providers such as D&B and Bankscope. An expensive and manually intensive 
process was required to identify the global legal entity structure for any counterparty and 
match to exposures, collateral, and risk ratings. Yet, new Basel II regulations require that 
banks accurately calculate counterparty risk and further incent financial institutions by 
lowering the amount of regulatory capital held in reserve. To take advantage of this 
incentive, the firm needed to accurately understand their credit exposure by identifying 
all counterparties in a trade to credit exposure. This identification needed to include the 
entire corporate hierarchy including families of legal entities and aggregation of 
exposures across the organization at multiple levels, including legal entity, counterparty, 
and business unit. 
 
The institutional bank deployed Siperian MDM HubTM as a counterparty hub solution to 
support Basel II compliance. The counterparty hub provides a single point of reference 
for counterparty data and acts as a single trusted repository of global counterparty 
hierarchies.  This information is then dynamically linked to counterparty contracts, 
transactions, positions, and credit ratings to provide an enterprise wide view of credit risk 
exposure. Siperian MDM Hub was chosen for its quick deployment and its ability to 
support an unlimited number of hierarchy views and relationship types. A complete view 
of unique legal entities is now built from the many fragmented and inconsistent entity 
related attributes stored in numerous legacy systems. The counterparty hub cleanses the 
data for name standardization, address, and other attribute validation, cross-references 
common records, and reconciles the data to provide an accurate and global view of 
counterparty legal hierarchies and credit exposures. Siperian MDM Hub provides a data 
audit trail with built-in lineage and history while also making it easy to add new data 
attributes and data sources as business needs change.  
 
Regulatory capital requirements reduced 
 
Within four months the bank had implemented a counterparty hub to provide an 
enterprise wide view of credit risk exposure enabling granular and accurate credit risk 
calculations to ultimately reduce regulatory capital requirements by billions of dollars. In 
addition, the bank was able to retire third party software and services and reduce 
counterparty data management costs to save over $8 million. The bank plans to integrate 
the solution with their market risk system and the economic capital estimation process to 
drive full end-to-end operations and realize optimal business value. 
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Extending Prescriber Reach for a Pharmaceutical Company 
 
A growing pharmaceutical company was replacing an existing sales force automation 
system and realized they needed to first reconcile existing sales information to avoid 
loading conflicting or duplicate data into the new SFA system. 
 
Synchronizing customer information with CRM   
The company’s prescriber and organization data was inaccurate and required significant 
manual effort to reconcile as it was stored across numerous systems including a Dendrite 
sales force automation system. The company realized they needed a central trusted store 
of clean master data to be used by the new SAP CRM and Business Warehouse (BW) 
systems. Several solution requirements were identified: the ability to support different 
data structures and numerous volatile data sources; along with a data steward interface 
for ease of data exception handling; and an extensible data model to easily integrate new 
data sources. 
 
Siperian MDM HubTM was chosen to provide a central, comprehensive and trusted source 
of prescriber and physician data. The flexible data model allows organization (hospitals, 
clinics, etc.), location, and prescriber data to reside in the same master data management 
(MDM) platform. The new hub integrates eleven internal and 3rd party data sources and 
seamlessly provides the newly reconciled data to the SAP CRM and BW systems. 
Prescriber and organization master data including prescriber state license and external 
IMS data are now reconciled in the hub to create a “best customer” view of the numerous 
prescriber data attributes. Siperian MDM Hub and SAP CRM are synchronized to ensure 
reliable customer master and address data is maintained along with professional profile 
data, including Prescriber State Licenses. In addition, the newly trusted source of master 
data feeds downstream systems – for example, 6,000 records per day are received by a 
Direct Mailing System used for direct mail.  
 
Sales force aligns with market opportunity 
Within nine months, the company had implemented Siperian MDM Hub and was able to 
identify some 2.5 million verified customer targets. The sales force was better aligned 
with customer targets and prospect data was fed into a direct mail application to generate 
leads. Siperian MDM Hub is credited with broadening the company’s potential customer 
base and improving sample tracking and compliance with state license laws. 
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LexisNexis Consolidates Master Data to Improve Customer Experience  
 
LexisNexis® initiated a project to consolidate their master data views across the 
organization into a single repository to improve the customer experience and 
effectiveness of marketing and sales. The planned upgrade of an existing CRM 
application was thought to be sufficient for the task. However, after purchasing the CRM 
application and attempting to model various enterprise customer data, it became obvious 
that the CRM system was unable to adequately satisfy the requirements to consolidate the 
organization’s master data. 

 
Making master data available to support sales and marketing 
LexisNexis wanted to implement a master data management solution that would enable 
its North American Legal Market (NALM) group to be more effective in the way they 
service customers based on an aggregated view of three million subscribers. The 
company hoped to make customer data available in a way that supported all users in 
sales, marketing, and support; and, synchronize customer information maintained in the 
front office with the back office. At the same time, the company was upgrading the 
customer relationship management (CRM) system to a newer version of Siebel to 
leverage new capabilities. However, the fundamental problem of poor data reliability 
persisted with customer data being managed in multiple systems across the organization.  
 
Following extensive product evaluations and proof of concept activities, LexisNexis 
selected Siperian MDM HubTM as their MDM/CDI solution. In conjunction with the 
Siperian team, LexisNexis was able to implement the solution in eight months. Customer 
data was integrated from seven different sources to create a master data store of customer 
information as well as other data entities including location, accounts, firms, agreements, 
and contacts. This data was then synchronized across five systems in real-time and batch 
mode. The flexibility of Siperian’s data model was critical in developing a custom data 
model for this solution that was able to capture all the elements of contributing data 
sources. Data stewards can now handle data conflicts through an exception handling 
process using a dedicated console. Also, the system is completely configurable with a 
rules-based approach without the need for writing programming code. This offers 
LexisNexis the ability to easily add other internal or external source systems as needed. 
 
Data reliability enhances sales campaign support  
LexisNexis has reduced the time required to consolidate customer accounts from one 
month to an overnight process. In addition, using Siperian has allowed LexisNexis to 
significant increase the ability to match customer records, leading to improved data 
reliability by achieving a three times better match success in the Siebel 7.5 
implementation. This improves the company’s ability to enhance sales campaign support, 
increase revenue by reducing lost sales opportunities, and improve data management. The 
company is now turning its attention to incorporating other master data sources into the 
hub and linking the repository to additional applications in order to improve the analysis 
of product and sales activity.  
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Master Data Management Lays the Foundation for Customer 
Profitability 
 
A global pharmaceutical company needed to resolve poor data quality and improve the 
data fed to decision support systems which were hindering the company’s ability to 
understand customer profitability. Reliable master data was required to successfully 
support planned data warehouse and customer relationship management (CRM) system 
improvements.  
 
Improving data quality and decision support 
Prescriber master data was distributed across numerous sources: two ERP systems; 
multiple sales force automation (SFA) systems; and three external data sources. With so 
many data sources, there was conflicting data, poor data quality, and inconsistencies in 
the data, making analysis and reporting complex and time-consuming. The company 
outsourced data integration, analytics, and reporting at great expense, since there was no 
means to automatically and reliably match and merge data across sources. They sought a 
solution to reliably integrate and manage the physician data in order to understand how 
much of a drug was being prescribed by a particular physician. Furthermore, this 
information was critical to understanding the value of a physician through the 
organization, and the return on investment of marketing and sales programs.  
 
Siperian MDM HubTM was chosen to reconcile and consolidate prescriber master records 
and enable sharing of this data among operational business systems. Siperian MDM Hub 
uses a pharmaceutical industry data model with a configurable rules-based approach to 
allow business rules to be easily applied and modified. Once data is loaded into the hub, 
no code is needed for managing it throughout the data lifecycle— through cleanse, 
match, merge, and sharing of the data to downstream operational and analytical systems. 
Business users can easily manage the data and handle any data exceptions though an 
intuitive graphical user interface. The Siperian solution was also able to manage and 
maintain affiliations and hierarchies between prescribers and organizations, allowing for 
better maintenance of ship-to addresses and end-user affiliations. 
 
Physician data management simplified 
Following an eight month deployment the number of unique prescriber records was 
reduced by 53 percent when consolidated in the hub. The consolidated and accurate 
picture of prescribers, organizations, and their relationships led to improved data 
management and better insight and analysis. With a reliable way to integrate and manage 
direct and indirect sales data and prescriber data, the company was able to understand 
how much of a drug is being prescribed by a particular physician. With improved cross-
sell visibility, sales opportunities and marketing activities are synchronized to improve 
the return on investment from marketing and sales programs. Further, the solution 
provided a foundation of trusted data to support data warehouse and customer 
relationship management (CRM) system improvements. 
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